Company Spec Sheet

- **Company name:** Phoenix Robotics
- **ROV name:** USS Phoenix
- **Tag Line:** Soaring to New Heights Through Advancements in Cutting Edge Technology
- **Cost:** $1,988.89
- **Collective time:** 2,000 hours
- **Safety Features:**
  - Thruster Shrouds
  - OSHA standard markings
- **Special Features:**
  - Lift bag
  - Retractable tether for the mini ROV
- **Distance Travelled:**
  - MATE International Competition (711 miles, 1144.24 km)
- **Team:**
  - Paul Fernandez
    - 12th Grade, Future Biotechnology Major
    - CEO, Design Engineer, Senior Advisor
  - Natan Egosi
    - 11th Grade, Future Mechanical Engineering Major
    - Software Engineer, Electrical Engineer, CTO
  - Matthew Fernandez
    - 10th Grade, Future Engineering Major
    - Pilot, COO
  - Eryk Chazares
    - 10th Grade, Future Mechanical Engineering Major
    - Company Documentation & Development Officer
  - Nicholas Tassistro
    - 10th Grade, Future Mechanical Engineering Major
    - Co-Pilot, Claw Manager
  - Jadon Jackson
    - 10th Grade, Future Mechanical Engineering Major
    - Tetherman
  - Julie Fernandez
    - 9th Grade, Future Biology Major
    - Prop Designer, CFO
  - Joud Elsherbiny
    - 9th Grade, Future Aerospace Engineering Major
    - Assistant Tetherman, Underclassman Representative, Poolside Mechanic
  - Sam Glow
    - 9th Grade, Future Zoology Major
    - Diver, Assistant Tetherman